ART AT WORK W/THE ROAMING STUDIO
WEEKLY CLASS SCHEDULE
SUMMER QUARTER 2022 (JULY 5-OCT. 2 2022)

FOR SUPPLY LISTS, ZOOM AND WHATSAPP LINKS AND YOUTUBE VIDEO CHANNEL, GO TO
WWW.THEROAMINGSTUDIO.COM/ART-AT-WORK-PORTAL (PASSWORD: ARTISFUN)

Sunday Mini Course
(July 10, 17, 24)
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CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

Sunday Mini Course – Each quarter, Sundays will host a new teacher teaching a different subject.
In the summer, it’s Printmaking at Home with Lado Pochkhua. Learn basic printmaking techniques
using materials around the house! A great class for adults, and families.
Drawing Made Easy – Think you can’t draw? Learn otherwise in this all-levels drawing class, with
particular instruction for complete beginners. All classes will feature a demo of a specific subject –
and the teacher will walk you through the steps to create a better drawing than you can imagine.
Throughout the year, demos might be conducted in pencil, charcoal, ink or dry pastels, but you can
do every lesson with a pencil and paper.
Painting Made Easy – Think you can’t paint? Learn otherwise in this all-levels painting class, with
particular instruction for complete beginners. All classes will feature a demo of a specific subject –
and the teacher will walk you through the steps to create a better painting than you can imagine.
Throughout the year, demos might be conducted in gouache, watercolors or acrylics, but you can do
every lesson with the water-based painting medium of your choice.
Figure Drawing/Drawing Faces – Learn how to draw faces and/or figures in this class, for both
experienced drawers and ambitious beginners. Each week, the teacher will walk you through
drawing a face or figure, with special emphasis on measuring and focusing on different aspects of
figure drawing each month. Demos might be done in pencil, charcoal, ink, pastels or paint, but
each lesson can be done with a pencil and paper.
Oil/Acrylic Painting Studio – Walk through basic drawing and painting projects, for both experienced
artists and ambitious beginners. Requires a specific supply list, including oil or acrylic paints,
brushes, palette paper and canvas. All demos done in oil, though students can follow in acrylic
Focus on Drawing: Ink – Walk through basic drawing projects. Summer projects will be demoed in
Ink, but participants can choose the medium they prefer (pencil, charcoal, etc.)For both
experienced artists and ambitious beginners. Requires at minimum pencil and paper.

